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Meet Kome Itoje – Your Mentor!

M

y name is Oghenekome ltoje, a Nigerian, living and doing legitimate online
business right here in Nigeria. I am the MD/CEO of KomeBiz International
(Information Technology Resources &
Manpower Development Centre), a
company that is legally registered
with
the
Corporate
Affairs
Commission in Nigeria.
I am primarily an accountant by
training.
I
also
possess
a
postgraduate degree in Computer
Science, with over fifteen (15) years
practical experience in system
administration.
Presently, I work in the civil service
of the Delta State Government as an
Assistant Chief Accountant.

Kome Itoje, MD/CEO
(Komebiz International)

My personal resume speaks volume as
to the fact that I am the perfect choice when it comes to the best advice you could
ever want on a choice of the hottest home based businesses to engage in on the
internet.
I registered my first online business– true-love-and-marriage-relationship-advice.com
some eight (9) years ago in 2010 – at a time when PayPal treated Nigerians with
great suspicion as you would do someone with leprosy. Since that time, I have
established several other online properties or businesses, also known as “virtual
estates”.
As of now, I am the proud owner and publisher of KomeItoje.com,
ImportersBible.com, FiverrBlueprint.net, TheNigeriaHost.com,
IMHeadquartersng.com, AMHub.com.ng and GlobalDomains.com.ng – just to
mention a few of the many online businesses that I possess in my online business
portfolio.
I strongly believe that you will be greatly blessed by this awesome and unique online
importation business guide titled: “The Importers Bible (Detailed and Comprehensive
Step by Step Online Importation Business Made Easy!)” – “The Mini Importers
Companion” e-book Updated and Reloaded.
Accept my warm congratulations for purchasing and downloading this e-book!
Believe me. Your financial story is about to take a turn for the better! And a toast to
your online business success, profitability and financial breakthrough in 2019 and
beyond!! AMEN!!!

Kome Itoje
MD/CEO
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Introduction
Without mincing words, this book will show you how to create a simple
Facebook account and turn it into a 24 hours money-spitting ATM.
So, let us dive into the discussion without delay!
First, let us start from the basics – how do you create a Facebook account?
How to Create a Facebook Account
How to create a Facebook account is as simple as a,b,c. But, it is how to turn it
into a 24-hour ATM machine that is the most difficult part. And I believe that is
exactly why you downloaded this free guide.
Now, here is the step by step process of creating a Facebook account.
Step One: Go to www.facebook.com.
Step Two: When you the signup form is displayed, complete the form with
your personal information like name, email address or phone number, password,
birthday and gender. If you don't see the form, click Sign Up, then fill out the
form accordingly.
Step Three: Click Sign Up.
Remember that you will need to confirm your email address or phone number in
order to complete the signup process. Check your email or phone sms messages
for the confirmation link or text message to help you confirm your account.
Once you have confirmed your account, you are good to go!
Let us proceed to turn that your ordinary-looking Facebook account into a 24hour ATM Machine.
How to Turn Your Facebook Account into a 24-Hour ATM Machine
So, exactly how do you begin in your quest to turn your Facebook Account into
a 24-hour ATM machine? Well, you will need three things and they are as
follows:
(1) The perfect product to sell on Facebook
(2) The process through which to sell it, and finally
(3) A sales funnel that will channel the sales of your product to your bank
account
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Additionally, there are so many approaches to use to realize your objective of
turning your Facebook account into a 24-hour ATM. However, we will limit
ourselves to just two of them as follows:
 Information Marketing Approach
 Mini Importation Business Approach
That notwithstanding, all the approaches apply the same methods and
procedures in arriving at the same end result. So, if you understand one of the
approaches very well, you can use it for any of the other approaches too.
Information Marketing Approach
The information marketing approach is one of the few approaches that I
strongly recommend to everyone who desire to turn his or her Facebook account
into a 24-hour ATM. This is because it is by far the easiest of all the known
approaches of making money from Facebook.
You only need to do the work once and the rest after that is profit, profit and
still more profit. That is what is meant when someone tells you that he or she is
“earning passive income”. Therefore, if you are looking for a “leisure” way of
making money from Facebook, then make use of information marketing.
Put differently,

The Easiest, Fastest and Laziest Way to Turn Your Facebook
Account into a 24-Hour Money-Spitting ATM Machine is to Sell
a Very Hot Information Product Using Aggressive Marketing,
Advertising and Promotions on Facebook and Other Outlets.

BUT
Information marketing business is far from being easy to start and operate –
especially for someone who is a complete newbie in internet marketing. You
need a VERY HOT INFORMATION PRODUCT for you to be able to make
money using the information marketing business approach. Get a hot-in-demand
information product and people will be BEGGING you to collect their money.
Believe me!

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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A Perfect Product to Sell on Facebook
By now you must have guessed the perfect product to sell on Facebook. So,
what is it? Well, it is information product. As a matter of fact, information
marketing is the easiest, laziest and fastest way to make money online and from
Facebook.
And do you know why?
One reason is that it is the easiest and fastest product to produce. If you are a
good writer, you can write a book and put it in pdf form within as little as 12
hours’ time – especially when you concentrate on a short report of about 20 to
25 pages like this one (though it is a little bit longer than that in reality) that you
are reading right now.
Another reason why information product is the best thing to sell online and on
Facebook is that you do not have to worry about the cost of printing the book or
sending it to the buyer or customer (since it is in pdf format and downloadable
from the internet).
Hence, the cost of producing an information product e-book is almost next to
zero.
If you are thinking of the subject to write about, there is a wide array of subjects
on which to base your information product. My favourite subject, however, is
how to make money online in Nigeria.
And the reason is not difficult to comprehend. With the widespread poverty,
deprivation and squalor in the country, there is no better subject that sells faster
than even pure water these days than how to earn extra income on the internet.
And that is the same reason that scam still sell like crazy! However, the
difference between selling scam and a genuine information product is that the
genuine information product will continue to sell many decades after a scam
product has stopped getting buyers for it.
How to Get Your Info-Product to Sell
So, how do you go about getting the information product to sell on Facebook?
There are two ways to get it, viz: you either write a book or get someone to
write it for you or, better still, buy a ready-made hot-selling book.
Now, let's say you are able to write a book of about 20 to 30 pages on a very hot
in demand subject like "How to become a better lover in bed" or "How to
increase the size of your manhood" or "Natural Breast Enlargement Therapy" or
"How to remove acne or black spots from your face". Those are hot in demand
topics indeed!
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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You may also buy an existing book on those subjects with private label right
attached to it. To this end, there are places on the internet where you can buy
100% right to books on those subjects for as low as $10 and resell them under
your name and keep 100% of the profits for yourself for as long as you like.
(HINT: Resale rights are products that the owner has given you the rights to
sell and you can keep 100% of the profits. With Private label – this one is even
better – the situation is a bit different. You have the right to edit the book and
put your name as the writer, which gives you more credibility when selling it,
and you will end up selling it and making more money for yourself.)
Now, take a look at the image below:

That’s a screenshot from a site where you can buy private label products that fit
into your market for peanuts.
If you get your product from a private label right website on the internet, you
will need to rewrite the book in form of a short report of 20 to 25 pages long.
You will also need to repackage it to reflect your own brand and links. All you
will need to do is to simply sit down and put the information you have gotten
into writing and arrange it very well.
After that, you will need to convert your book which you may have created with
a word processing software such as Word into PDF - in order for it to become a
read-only e-book which is downloadable from the internet.
NOTE: You should pay particular attention to the title of your e-book. If you
are writing on how to remove black spots from the face and you use a plr book
like the one above, you can turn it into a powerful title such as this: How to Get
Rid of Black Spots on the Face in 8 Days Or Even Less!
Once you have your information product to sell on Facebook, you have
completed step one of the process involved in turning your Facebook account
into a 24-hour ATM.

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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The Process Through Which to Sell Your Info-product
- Using Facebook Business Page to Market Your Product
The first step to market your information product is to create a community or
fan page on Facebook with a catchy title, like How to Get Rid of Black Spots
on the Face in 8 Days Or Even Less!
Here’s the link to create one. It’s free!
After creating a community page and uploading a logo for the page, you will
need to invite all your friends to join your community page and encourage them
to invite their friends to the group as well.
The next thing you would want to do is to adorn it with a nice timeline cover
and profile image like the one below.

If you cannot design your timeline cover or your profile image, you can have a
graphic artist do it for you… or better still outsource the whole of the fan page
creation to folks on fiverr for just $5.
Once your fan page is ready, the next thing is to get targeted fans to join your
page. In order to leverage on the awesome power of Facebook community, you
will urge your friends to invite their own friends for a specific discount on your
book (if your book costs N2,500, you could offer to give it to them at N1,500)
for inviting at least 50 of their friends to like your page.
Now, supposing you are able to get 500 of your friends to like your page and
they too in turn invite 50 of their friends to like your page, you can easily get
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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over 20,000 persons to like your page within a short time. And you would also
have succeeded in making some good sales too!
Do you see the potential in this? As a matter of fact, the potential is limitless as
you attract other like-minded individuals to your Facebook community. You
create instant exposure and free publicity for your new book and end up making
some sales in return at zero advertising cost on your book-publishing overheads.
Hence, using the bandwagon approach, you cannot fail to see positive response
and results within a short time too.
The next step is to start promoting the book to members of your page with little
bits of information from the book as posts on the page.
- Advertising Your Information Product on Facebook
Another way to get fans to your page is to search around Facebook for pages
with good number of fans – from 30k fans upwards. Contact their admin and
pay them to have your message with your page link attached posted on their
wall. This way, you get a lot of people to join your page very quickly.
With simple status updates, you can keep advertising your information products
and have your fans buying lots of them too. It’s not only worth it, but the fans of
your page become your loyal customers forever as well.
Now, let us look at another way to advertise your book on Facebook. How
many times have you logged on to Facebook to find people advertising various
stuff by the right hand side of your screen? In case you do not know, many of
these guys that advertise their business on Facebook do not even have an office!
Yes, they sell their stuff right from their Facebook fan page after promoting
them with Facebook ads.
Basically, all you need to do is to build relationship with your fans, gain their
trust and no one will bother if you have an office or not.
But, creating a Facebook page and inviting your friends to like the page alone is
not enough. You will need to spend some money on Facebook Ads and Offers
in order to market and promote your Facebook business page effectively on the
site.
Additionally, the number of users accessing Facebook on mobile devices has
skyrocketed in the past few years – today, 80 per cent of all users are visiting
Facebook on their phones and mobile tablets. This has pretty serious
implications for advertisers because when users access Facebook via mobile,
there is no right-hand column – which means you can’t afford not to focus at
least some of your advertising on News Feed placements too. And there’s data
to back that up – according to a study by SocialCode, Facebook mobile ads earn
up to 2.5 times more than desktop-only ads.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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A Practical Scenario
Let’s say you wish to sell an information product like “The Importers Bible”,
what you simply do is to create a community page with a title like “Start A
Wildly Profitable Importation Business Like The Gurus In Less Than 24
Hours!” and put up a description like this on the page: “Learn how to start a
wildly profitable and lucrative importation business in Nigeria with less than
N10,000 and without an import licence or any connection in high places!”.
You can also put up a post which is similar to the description above and
advertise it to get targeted fans to the fan page too.
Simple, right? Most certainly!
I bet you, if you have a sizable number of fans and you’re really serious, you
will be doing sales of over 70 to 100 copies of “The Importers Bible” on a
monthly basis…
At the rate of N5,500 per copy, how much do you think that would amount to in
just one month?
Get your calculator to work mate!
Now, even if you’re able to sell only 50 copies of “The Importers Bible” in a
month, that would automatically amount to N275,000 every month.
Little wonder my student by name Kennedy Edeki, a 26 years old student of
Banking and Finance Graduate, made over five million naira (N5m) within just
six (6) months of launching his information marketing business on the internet.
Simply awesome!
You can do the same too…
Honestly, it is doable. Believe me!
Or, what do you think?
How many of the e-books do you have to sell to make a profit of N1,000,000?
Just 182.
Now break that down into 5 months. Do you think it would be a difficult task to
sell 36 copies of “The Importers Bible” on Facebook on a monthly basis? You
may think so. But, wait till I explain to you just how easily achievable this is.
Then you will certainly have a change of thought!
Remember, Facebook has over 1 billion active users. Out of that number, over
20 million active Nigerians are on Facebook; and the number keeps on growing
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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every single day of the week. So, your work is to target JUST 5,000 persons
every month.
If only 1% of that number buys “The Importers Bible” in a month, you would
have landed 50 sales instantly. Not so difficult, if you ponder over it for a bit.
Remember too that due to the harsh economic realities of our time, almost
everyone is on the lookout for any information that would assist them to earn an
additional income on the side. So, information on the mini importation business
in Nigeria – especially without any connection and with little capital – is the
hottest piece of information anyone would eagerly wish to acquire right now.
And with a Facebook community page in place which targets young adults of
25 years and above, you can easily find 100 customers every single month of
the year – right there on Facebook, the world’s largest social media network.
A Sales Funnel That Will Channel the Sales of Your Product to your Bank
Account
If you have a perfect information product to sell and market it extensively
through Facebook Ads and other channels, but do not have a simple sales funnel
to channel sales of your products to your bank account, you will still end up not
making any money from your information product.
A sales funnel refers to clearly spelt out order process which includes a sales
copy (page), an order form and simple-to-understand procedure for completing
the order.
You should also have a contact page with easy-to-use contact form as well as email addresses and phone numbers for customers to reach you before and even
after a sale is closed.

CLICK HERE TO ACQUIRE THE RESALE RIGHTS
TO “THE IMPORTERS BIBLE” PLUS A READYMADE BLOG AND THE SALES FUNNEL THROUGH
WHICH TO SELL IT RIGHT AWAY!!!
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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How to Deliver Your Information Product
To deliver the sold e-book after a customer pays is the easiest part in the whole
process.
Firstly, if you’re selling to the Nigerian market, which is where I would advise
you to start out from, you will only need to use your bank account to collect
your payments. After payment is made by a customer, the banks will definitely
send you a text message (or alert) to confirm the payments.
Once you have received the alert of a customer’s payment into your bank
account, all you will have to do thereafter is to send the link or address to the
location where the e-book is located on your website to the buyer via email.
Shikena! …
And that is all.
Does this sound complex? I bet it doesn’t!
In a Nutshell
In a nutshell, the process of turning your Facebook into a 24-hour ATM using
the information marketing approach is as follows:
1. Hot In Demand Info-Product
(which may be in the form of e-book, video or audio)
2. Website (Online Office for Your Information Marketing Business)
(where you will have your sales page, contact and order form)
3. Website Promotion And Marketing
(this is done through advertising and social media marketing)
4. Targeted Traffic Or Visitors
(prospective customers who are eager to buy your info-products)
5. Money In Your Bank Account
(this is the easiest part, believe me!)

+
+
+
=

Presented differently, the process is explained in the diagram below:

HOT-INFO
PRODUCT

+

WEBSITE

+

PROMO

+

TRAFFIC

=

MONEY
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From the above illustration, making money from Facebook is a function of your
content (that is your informational products in the form of e-books, videos,
audios, etc) which you are marketing and actively promoting through any
available means on the internet. The result is that people are attracted to your
content through your business marketing and promotional efforts.
The resulting traffic (which is the people who access your content) who are
inspired from what they see on your online shop (that is your website) are thus
motivated to buy your informational marketing products. The ultimate result of
this money-making chain is better experienced than imagined – that is, sweetsmelling, crispy currency in your bank account!

IN OTHER WORDS
In order to turn your ordinary Facebook account into a money-spitting 24-hour
ATM, you must market a hot in demand informational product. By hot in
demand informational product, you must sell information products which a lot
of people want at the same time.
However, in order for people to know that you have those informational
products, you must tell them about it. That is where many internet marketers get
it wrong and they wonder why they have not made any substantial money from
the internet – despite engaging in internet marketing for several years.
They provide hot in demand content, but that in itself is not enough to guarantee
that the traffic will come to your website without “being invited” through one
means or the other. However, those internet marketers who are struggling to
make money online are scared of spending their time and money on business
promotion and marketing.

So, How Can They Expect to Make Money Online
Without Spending Money To Promote Their Business?
In a nutshell, it all starts with hot content – informational products which will
simply “wow!” your website visitors. So…

No HOT CONTENT means No TRAFFIC
And

No TRAFFIC means No MONEY
Plain and simple.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Do you now see why many people do not make any money on the internet even
after being into online business for several years?
I’m sure you do!
Adetunji Gbolagade’s Story
Adetunji Gbolagade is the owner of Naijawealthcoach.com. He is also the
owner of Mrfiverr.com. He is the CEO of Silverplatter Solutions.
Popularly known as Mr. Fiverr (now Prof. Fiverr), he is a graduate of University
of Ibadan. He is also doing his M.sc program in Information Science in the
same institution but had to defer his last semester in order to focus more on his
internet businesses.
His various businesses include affiliate marketing, Google AdSense, referral
program (Multiple10dollars and Twentydollarsriches), football betting, Fiverr
and information marketing. He has also organised several seminars/ workshops
and one-on-one trainings. According to information which he posted on his
website, Mrfiverr.com, Gbolagade made over N13million in just one year.

The breakdown of Adetunji Gbolagade’s earnings for that year is as follows:
Affiliate Marketing contributed about N150,000.
Google Adsense contributed about N700,000.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Referral Program: Multiple10dollars and Twentydollarsriches contributed
around N800,000 to his earnings in that year.
Football betting: He created a report on this subject and has earned about
N200,000.
Fiverr contributed around N2,500,000.
Seminars/workshops/one-on-one trainings: He held about 7 different
Seminars and several one-on-one trainings and in all, he generated around
N2,700,000.
Information Marketing contributed approximately N6,000,000 to Tunji’s
earnings in that year.
See the diagram below for a clearer understanding of Adetunji’s earnings for
one year.

Adetunji Gbolagade’s Earnings In ONE YEAR
Affiliate
Marketing

Google
AdSense

Referral
Program

Football
Betting

Fiverr

Seminars/
Workshops

Information
Marketing

N150,000

N700,000

N800,000

N200,000

N2,500,000

N2,700,000

N6,000,000

From the breakdown above, it can be seen that the principle of generating
multiple streams of online income helped Gbolagade a great deal in his total
income for just one year.
Among all the sources...
We rightly see that one of the sources brought in over 40% of the total income
generated. That source is the 7th source listed above which Adetunji refer to as
"The Information reports selling". That is a term for Information Marketing.
As a matter of fact, Gbolagade earned over eight hundred thousand naira
(N800,000) in the month of August of that year from information marketing.
Check it out below:

“

“

- Tunji Gbolagade
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Did you see that? Adetunji Gbolagade earned over eight hundred thousand naira
(N800,000) from the information marketing business in just one month!
It is crystal clear therefore that the information marketing business is an
important approach towards turning your Facebook account into a 24-hour
ATM. Consequently, you must take into consideration the possibility of starting
an information marketing business as quickly as possible in order to make
money from Facebook.
Do you now see that information marketing is by far the laziest way to make
money online from the comfort of your home right in Nigeria? Of course it is!

CLICK HERE TO START A SUCCESSFUL
INFORMATION MARKETING BUSINESS
LIKE THAT OF GBOLAGADE TODAY!

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Mini Importation Business Approach
Ecommerce or mini importation business is another approach which I strongly
recommend for you to use to turn your ordinary-looking Facebook account into
a 24-hour ATM. In case you are just hearing about the mini importation
business, it is a process of importing various top quality products from the
internet in small quantities and they will be delivered straight to your doorsteps
right here in Nigeria.
And the fact that you can do this importation business with very little capital,
without any import licence or connection whatsoever is why it is called “mini
importation business”.
For your information, the ecommerce or mini importation business is not a new
business in Nigeria. It is a business which has been around in the country for
close to a decade now. Yet, it remains a goldmine only for a few individuals.
So, why is it that many people fail at the ecommerce / mini importation business
in Nigeria? Well, some of the reasons why most people fail with the ecommerce
or mini importation business in Nigeria are as follows:
1. Lack of the right information about the business
2. Lack of finance or capital to get started
3. Failure to do market research
4. Importing products nobody wants
5. Lack of understanding of how to get the right customers
The above are just some of the reasons why many people fail with ecommerce
or mini importation business in Nigeria.
How to Start a Profitable Importation Business in Nigeria
Starting a profitable importation business in Nigeria is not child's play. So many
people who started the ecommerce / mini importation business years ago are
still battling to make money from it. And that's because they have been doing it
all wrong.
In the first place, they do not have the right complete information or they are
using out-dated ideas to run their importation business. Additionally, as noted
earlier, many people do not succeed with their mini importation business in
Nigeria because of importing products that nobody wants.
Similarly, marketing is another crucial aspect of building a successful and
profitable mini importation business. Many people fail to succeed with the
ecommerce business in Nigeria largely because of not knowing how to market
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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and promote their mini importation products to the right people who wants
them.
Hence, in order to start and successfully operate a highly profitable importation
business in Nigeria, you need the following indispensable things:
1. The RIGHT COMPLETE INFORMATION about the ecommerce / mini
importation business in Nigeria.

2. A complete dossier of the HOT SELLING PRODUCTS which Nigerians
will BEG you to buy and collect their money.

3. How to market and promote your hot in demand products to the RIGHT
PEOPLE who badly needs them.

Get those THREE INDICES right and you will end up laughing to the bank
every day!
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Patrick Ogidi’s Story
Like Linda Ikeji, Patrick Ogidi is gradually becoming a household name in
Nigeria. He is one of the few successful internet marketers who started the
business at a time when PayPal looked at Nigerian internet marketers with great
suspicion and discriminated unfairly against them.
However, if you are hearing about the man Patrick Ogidi for the first time and
wondering to yourself: “Who in heaven’s name is Patrick Ogidi again?”, here is
a brief biography of him below.
Patrick Ogidi is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Netfame
Marketing, a media, digital marketing and research firm
registered by the Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC) in
Nigeria. Their head office is located at Suite 78, Ogba
Shopping Arcade, Ogba, Lagos. He is married to “the best
wifey ever” (in his own words) and is presently a proud Dad of
two beautiful damsels.
One of the very few successful individuals in the ecommerce /
mini importation business is Patrick Ogidi. No lie, Patrick
Ogidi has made millions of naira from the ecommerce / mini
importation business in less than a decade.
His sojourn into the world of the online mini importation
business dates far back to the year 2012. And to be completely honest with you,
I first heard about the mini importation business from Patrick Ogidi in that year.
Aside from being one of the first few successful mini importation experts in
Nigeria, he has also trained hundreds of other successful mini importers too.
Little wonder he is widely referred to as “The Grand Commander of
Importation Business in Africa”, a name that was bestowed on him by one of
“the juggernauts in the industry” by name Ronald Nzimora. Check it out below.

The name has now stuck to Patrick Ogidi like glue.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Patrick Ogidi is the owner of the ecommerce website, ecomtycoon.com, among
several other websites.
What’s Your Mini Importation Status?
Have you been engaged in the ecommerce or mini importation business for
some years without seeing any real results from the business, or...
Are you a beginner in the field who simply do not know how to get started and
get it right with the business?
Whatever your status with the online mini importation business, there’s no need
to fret it. I am glad to announce to announce to you that you can succeed with
the ecommerce / mini importation business in Nigeria. Believe me. If Patrick
Ogidi can do it, you can too. And that’s because no one holds the monopoly to
success.
However, the quickest way to be successful at anything is to learn from those
who are already successful at it. So, the good news is that Patrick Ogidi has put
together a video on how to start and operate a hugely successful ecommerce
business in Nigeria.
In the video, he also reveals how to turn N100k into N1.5m in just 30 days with
the ecommerce / mini importation business in Nigeria.
This video is one of the awesome super exclusive bonuses you will get with
"The Importers Bible" mega promo.
You will also get the following additional super exclusive bonuses too:
Video: How to Make Money with Clickbank
Get "The Importers Bible" and Download this VIDEO by Jon McNeil on how to
start making money with ClickBank for FREE!!!
Video: How to Make Over $1,000 Daily On Ebay!
Discover how to make thousands of dollars on ebay.com every month for free!!!
Video: Become A Millionaire In 30 Days!
Get "The Importers Bible" now and have instant access to an insider's info on
how to become a millionaire within the next 30 days FOR FREE!!!
Get "The Importers Bible" and "How to Turn N100k Into N1.5m in just 30 days
with the eCommerce /mini importation business in Nigeria" video together with
all the other super exclusive bonuses worth over N500k without delay.

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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The Perfect Guide to the Online Mini
Importation Business in Nigeria…
The Importers Bible!

Also known as “The Importers Companion…”,
“The Importers Bible” is a complete step-bystep internet marketing dossier on the online
mini importation business in Nigeria.
So, you think this ebook is great, right? I agree with you, it is great. But you
wait until you “lay your hands” on "The Importers Bible"! You will have a
change of thought! And if you have read “How to Make Money Online in
Nigeria GUARANTEED!”, then you will understand what I mean when I say
that this “The Importers Bible” is the BOMB as far as the mini importation
business is concerned!
Honestly, "The Importers Bible" will take you by the hand and lead you through
a flawless learning process. The book will show you exactly how to get your
ecommerce / mini importation business off the ground in a jiffy.
Filled with simple and clear to understand pictorial illustrations, "The Importers
Bible" will teach you how to start and successfully operate an ecommerce / mini
importation business in Nigeria.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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As a matter of fact, “The Importers Bible” will virtually take you by the “hand”
(via your phone, tablet or laptop) to China and show you the best bargains and
smoking-hot market deals you will ever find around.
Here is a summary of the smoking-hot highlights of the book below:
 The Cheapest Websites to Import From
The cheapest websites to import goods from are not Alibaba, Aliexpress,
DHGate or any of those other websites you are already aware of. I am talking of
a secret little-known website (and precisely web links) where you can get
products cheaply for as low as N1k and Sell for as high as N7k right here in
Nigeria.
 How to Find Fast-Selling Products
You will learn how to find hot-smoking fast-selling products that are in high
demand, how to find best prices to source for these products, ship them down to
Nigeria for next to nothing and sell them for up to 1000% profit.
As a matter of fact, “The Importers Bible” will “spoon-feed” you with readymade 10 hot-smoking, fast-selling products that you can import with very little
capital on the cheapest mini importation portal ever.
 How to Find a Hungry Market Revealed
This wonderful book will explain to you why the market is the first thing you
should take into consideration before importing anything on the internet.
Once you have succeeded in finding a hungry market, importing a product for
them becomes a foregone conclusion.
Aside from revealing the hot and fast selling products on the market, the e-book
will equally show you how to find a hungry market to dispose of your products.
 How to Advertise Your Products Cheaply
More importantly, "The Importers Bible" will show you how to get new buyers
for your products through cheap and effective adverts on Facebook.
The truth is, if you don’t know how to sell and advertise to your target market, it
will be difficult for you to make any sales.
And that is because you cannot simply rely on offline marketing and promotions
alone to dispose your products. Doing so, your efforts will be greatly limited
indeed...
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Hence, you need to learn and know how to advertise and sell on social media
channels. You also need to know how to pass your message across to your
target market in a manner that would GRAB their attention.
 How to Raise Capital for Your Mini Importation Business
No money to get started? No problem! “The Importers Bible” will reveal 3
different practical ways that you can raise capital for your mini importation
business without ever moving from pillar to post in searching of loans from loan
sharks for your importation business.
 And so much more!
Frankly speaking, armed with "The Importers Bible", you do not need any other
money making guide to teach you how to start a profitable importation business
from the comfort of your home right here in Nigeria.

BELIEVE ME!
"this e-book is the BEST power-packed mini importation
guide that you will read in a long time..."

Get the Complete Version of
“The Importers Bible” Today!!!

And Discover How to Start a Wildly Profitable
Importation Business in Nigeria Without Stress!!!
Click HERE to ORDER “The Importers Bible” Right Away!!!
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Komebiz International
Presents
THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFE TIME!
Earn Over N300,000 Monthly From eCommerce
/ Mini Importation Business In Nigerian TODAY!
Importation Business Made Easy Package

The Most Comprehensive Importation Business Package in Nigeria

Our Importation Business Coaching Program
Our "Profitable Importation Business in Nigeria Made Easy" program is an allround total package that has been designed for everyone who has ordered “The
Importers Bible (Reloaded)” package. It is guaranteed to take you from a
complete newbie to an experienced mini importation pro. We are not
interested in simply collecting your money and leaving you to struggle with
your mini importation business. We go the extra mile to ensure you actually
start your import business and begin making money from online importation.
What you will get in this mega coaching program is the same information that
a former broke car washer, a 26-year old undergraduate in business
management, a 32-yr old mother of 2 and countless thousands of other people
have been using to earn millions of naira from the internet every month.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Here is what you will be exposed to in our "Profitable Importation Business in
Nigeria Made Easy" when you become a part of my Whatsapp Support Group:
 I will show you how to build an attractive sales page for your products
on Facebook which will make people beg you to buy your goods.
 I will help you create your own SHOPIFY website.
 I will also show you where to order goods below N1,000 and get your
goods delivered to your doorstep in days and sell for between N5000N10,000 in Nigeria.
 I will give you contacts of trusted logistics agents in china that I use;
they will always help you procure and ship your choice goods in a matter
of days.
 You will get contacts of my logistics companies that help deliver goods
to customers across Nigeria.
 I will teach you how to buy hot selling cheap products from Chinese
warehouse and sell off fast in your own online Shopify, jumia, Konga etc
website.
 I will show you how to get targeted customers in choice selected cities
(Abuja, Port Harcourt, Lagos, etc) in Nigeria.
 I will teach you how to create mouth-watering adverts and promotions
that will make people BEG you to collect their money for your products.
 I will teach you how to deliver products within and outside your state
cheaply with reliable courier service companies.
 I will also teach you how to source for products video, edit and
customize them for your products
 And so much more!

Now, YOU TOO have the opportunity of
joining the league of happy and successful
mini impotation gurus who are earning 6 to
7 figure income on the internet TODAY!

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Here is What You Get Below!!!

You Will Equally Get the Following Super
Exclusive Bonuses Worth Over N500,000 for
20 FAST ACTION TAKERS ONLY Instantly!!!
Super Exclusive Bonus No 1
Turn N100k Into N1.5m in Just One Month!!!

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Super Exclusive Bonus No 2
Learn How to Make Money with ClickBank

Super Exclusive Bonus No 3
Learn How to Make Money with eBay

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Super Exclusive Bonus No 4
Become a Millionaire Easily in Just One Month!

Super Exclusive Bonus No 5 (Video & PDF)
Learn How to Make Money with Jumia, Others

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Super Exclusive Bonus No 6
3 Hottest Online Businesses to Make Money Online

Super Exclusive Bonus No 7
The Ultimate Facebook Marketing Guide for Beginners

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Super Exclusive Bonus No 8
10 Awesome eBooks on Hot Topics by Foreign Authors

Super Exclusive Bonus No 9
Membership Into My Inner Cycle Group

Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Super Exclusive Bonus No 10
24/7 Round-the-Clock Professional Advice and Support
via e-Mails, Phone Calls and SMS for a Period of 90 Days

By successfully ordering this
awesome package, you will
receive my attention for a period
of 90 whole days, during which
period I will teach you step by
step everything you need to
know about setting up a hugely
prosperous and successful online
importation to earn 6 to 7 figures
on the internet every month.

In Summary, Here Is What You Will Get:
The Newly-Updated and Reloaded 2019 Version of “The
Importers Bible” – the most comprehensive authoritative guide on
the online mini importation business in Nigeria e-book by Kome
Itoje, Value: N7,500.
Video: How to Turn N100k Into N1.5m in a Month With Mini
Importation by Patrick Ogidi, Value: N5,000
Video: Make Money with Clickbank on Autopilot for FREE!!! by
Jon McNeil, Value: $27
Video: How To Start Making Money On Ebay In 5 Minutes Dave
Kosclusko - $4,366.59 Listed Today, Value: $47
Video: How I Became the "Millionaire next door", Value: $97
"How to Make Money From Jumia, Konga, Olx, Kaymu, Jiji And
Other Top Online Retailers As An Affiliate Marketer" e-book by
Kome Itoje, Value: N2,500.
"3 Hottest Work From Home Businesses You Must Do To Make
Money Online And Turn Your Fortunes Around In 2019!" e-book by
Kome Itoje", Value: N2,500.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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"Facebook Cash Blueprit" (The Ultimate Facebook Marketing
Guide) by Kome Itoje, Value: N2,500
More Awesome ebooks on wide-ranging subjects by various
authors, Value: $239.34
Automatic Membership into My Importers Inner Cycle Group on
Facebook, Value: N150,000.
Finally, 24/7 Round-the-Clock Free Professional Advice and
Support via e-Mails, Phone Calls and SMS for a Period of 30 Days,
Value: N50,000.

Honestly, you will not find this unique
money-making package anywhere
on the net. Believe me!
So, how much is a fair price for this awesome
Online Mini Importation Business Guide Offer?

What about...
N50,000, N40,000, N25,000, N20,000?
Alright...

You will only have to pay

N5,500 ONLY
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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WARNING: This Offer Will NOT Be Open
Forever. Matter of fact this offer is
for THIS MONTH ONLY!

Just think! Everything YOU will get in this mega
promo is worth over N500K in naira value!

As a matter of fact, I will practically hand over
to YOU my closely-guarded secret blueprint for
making money from the ecommerce / mini
importation business in Nigeria!

You do not believe me? No problem. You can check out the wonderful
testimonials regarding “The Importers Bible” from various individuals who
have purchased the package below.

Tesimonials About “The Importers Bible” Package
Testimonial by Mrs Gloria Udeviegwo
Here is a sterling testimonial by Mrs Gloria Udeviegwo, a civil servant in Delta
state of Nigeria.
Here is an awesome testimonial about the newly-updated and reloaded 101
pages long "The Importers Bible" by Mrs Gloria Udeviegwo, a married woman
from Delta state.
"I am a married woman with four lovely kids – three boys and a girl. I and my
husband are civil servants. We work in different local government councils in
the Delta State Unified Local Government Service.
Things were not easy for our family during the harsh days of recession in
Nigeria. Our salaries were in arrears for many months.
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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And you can understand what it means for a husband and his wife to work in the
same system where they are not paid salaries for months.
As a matter of fact, things got worse to the point that we were unable to pay our
children’s school fees and they had to stop school. Even feeding became a
problem too.
Eventually God sent a saving grace in the form of the online mini importation
business. When I saw a post regarding the business by Kome Itoje on Facebook,
I got interested and told my husband about it. We immediately took action and
sourced money from friends to attend the seminar at Asaba...
I Thank God for the online mini importation business!!!
Our living standard has improved greatly and my children are back to school.
Additionally, our capital base for the business has risen to over a million naira
(N1,000,000) within a space of just four months and we have since paid back
the loan we borrowed from the cooperative – all thanks to the online mini
importation business!
Speaking from experience, I can say that the online mini importation business is
good. It has saved my family from abject poverty and penury.
I strongly recommend the business to everyone – especially full time
housewives and mothers. The hard times and non-payment of salaries have
become a blessing in disguise for my family.
I wish I could help my colleagues who wail endlessly about salary arrears
experience the financial freedom that I have experienced, but the instant
reaction I often get from them is that of doubt and disbelief.
So, I have since stopped trying to convince them about the business – unless, of
course, if any of them become curious as to the secret for my family’s enviable
standard of living despite the non-payment of salaries."
- GLORIA UDEVIEGWO - Delta State.
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Check out more testimonials below.

Testimonial by Manuela Nnaka
Here is another wonderful testimonial by Manuela Nnaka below.
"Kome Itoje! Kome Itoje!! Kome Itoje!!!
You are simply incredible!"
“As a matter of fact, you are unbelievable!
I don't need to wonder the Planet you came
from because am sure you have lived in all
the planets before landing here. After all
where would all these heavenly ideas have
come from?
"Am speechless my brother. You are an
answered prayer to this generation. I have
read and re-read your "The Ultimate Fiverr
Blueprint" How To Earn $100 Daily From
Fiver, The Easy Way and The Hard Way".
"This book is simply AMAZING! Also, I
just closed book on a second one that kept me speechless, titled "Easiest and Fastest Way to
Make Money Online From the Comfort of Your Own Home Right Here in Nigeria". This one
is a cracked Riddle!
"The advertised book, "How To Make Money Online In Nigeria GUARANTEED" is a
"TIMED BOMB" Ha ha ha!!! With such a man with loaded so much genuine and workable
ideas in this part of the world at a time like this...
"Indeed Kome, you are a DIVINE INTERVENTION!!! Ride On Brother! God bless your
generation!" - by Manuela Nnaka, Lagos state.
Testimonial by Prince Tony Akako
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Testimonial by Raphael Anioba

Testimonial by Eni Smart Viken
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Testimonial by Emeke Ijebor

Love to be the next to testify?

I am sure you do!
So…

Click HERE to ORDER “The Importers Bible” Right Away!!!

And Join other happy beneficiaries of this Awesome
Package to start earning over three hundred thousand
naira (N300,000) monthly RIGHT AWAY!!!
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BUT, TAKE NOTE!
This Offer Is NOT For Every Tom, Dick And
Harry! Neither Is It For Any Jane, Janet And
Janice! It Is For 20 Fast Action-Takers Only!
And It Will Automatically Come To An End
WITHIN THE NEXT 4 DAYS Without Fail!

So, you really need to hurry!!!
Believe me. This is no internet marketing hype. This offer is for THIS MONTH
ONLY and will automatically come to an end once the 20 slots are sold out.
And take note that once this offer is removed, it is gone for good!

So, Go Ahead And Order NOW!
Here is How to Order “The Importers Bible”:
Step One: Fill and Submit Form Online – Go to the Order Page on
IMHeadquartersng.com and fill the Order Form. Thereafter, submit the
form, taking note of the information you enter in the form.
Step Two: Make Payment - Pay to Bank using the payment details
disclosed below. You can pay either by direct bank deposit, or through
mobile or internet banking. You may use any of the payment options
which is most convenient and suitable to you.

“The Importers Bible” Online/
Offline Payment Details:
Pay the sum of N5,500 (Five Thousand, Five Hundred
Naira) ONLY into the following bank account.

Bank: GTB Plc, Nigeria
Name: Komebiz International
Account: 0154156502
Love to earn over one million naira monthly in 2019? Visit  www.IMHeadquartersng.com/millionaire
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Alternatively, you may also pay into Zenith Bank Plc,
Nigeria using the details below.

Bank: Zenith Bank Plc, Nigeria
Name: Komebiz International
Account: 1013932403

Step Three: Send Notification of Payment - After payment, send
notification of this by sms to 08034563447 or 08094089232.

After payment, send your payment notification in
the following format - ( "The Importers Bible",
Depositor's name, AMOUNT PAID, email address, and
phone number) - to: 08034563447 or 08094089232
Step Four: Scan the Deposit / Teller Slip and Send it by e-Mail - To
speed up confirmation (in the event that the bank fail to alert us of your
payment), please scan the deposit / teller slip (if you made physical
payment to bank) and send it by e-mail to:
sales@importersbible.com.

Waste No More Time! Hurry And Order
“The Importers Bible” And Start Earning
Over N300,000 From The Online Mini
Importation Business Without Delay!
Click

HERE to ORDER NOW, while it’s still available!

==>Act now! Buy now! Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed.<==
.
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